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Theory 
Determination of the 90º Pulse Width 
Routine acquisitions do not generally require calibration of p1 (90o pulse width) because the 
default value determined by the NMR facility is sufficient to get reliable results. However, 
many advanced 1D and most 2D experiments rely on an accurately determined 90º pulse and 
thus, calibration is recommended. 
 
Since each compound (and each nucleus) has a different chemical environment, each had a 
distinct 90o pulse width (p1) for a certain pulse power strength (pl1). The 90o pulse width is 
defined as the duration, in microseconds, that the rf (radiofrequency field) signal must 
irradiate your sample in order to tilt the magnetizations into the XY-plane, 90o away from the 
Z-axis of the NMR’s magnetic field (Bo). Another way to think of it is how long you must 
pulse in order to tip all the spins into the XY plane. The 90o pulse width for proton NMR 
experiments is about 6-20 microseconds on most modern spectrometers. The exact value of 
the 90o pulse width depends on the sample (nucleus, solvent, etc.) as well as the instrument 
(probe, transmitter power, etc.). Lucky for us, the proton 90o pulse is typically quite similar 
for all the protons in your sample. 
 

 
 
Measuring the 90o pulse width is simple enough. Remember that the 90o pulse tilts the sample 
magnetization into the XY plane, which contains the detector. A simple pulse sequence of 
irradiate-observe should show a maximum for the pulse duration corresponding to a 90o pulse. 
Because it is difficult to discern maximum signal intensities by comparing similarly intense 
peaks (i.e. comparing an 89o, a 90o, and a 91o pulse.), we look at the 180o or the 360o pulse. 

                    

The 360o pulse corresponds to a ‘null’ – no signal is observed at this irradiation. 
Searching for null (360o) is faster than for (180o), for example since it needs a shorter 
relaxation delay. 
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Practical 
 
Lock, tune and match, and shim on a PROTON according to”Bruker run manual for 500 MHz 
NMR". 

Determination of the 90º Pulse Width 
 
You have three options to do this. In this laboration you should try all three ways.  
The new p1 value is an accurately determined 90º pulse and it is used together with pl1 (the 
90º pulse power) when doing an adjusted getprosol. Getprosol get the present values for p1 
and pl1 for the actual probe but you can adjust it by “getprosol 1H ‘p1-value’ ‘pl1-
value’”. For example: getprosol 1H 12.5 2 
 
A. The AU-programme pulsecal 

 
B. A fast check if the default value of p1 is accurate for your sample, by changing the default 

value of p1 to the default 360o pulse (p1*4).  
  

C. The AU-programme paropt 
 

 
A. PULSECAL 
1. Stand in a 1H experiment, write pulsecal and wait for the result. This command does not 

always work. Note the value. 
 

 
B. A fast check 
1. Be sure that you have made getprosol 
2. Check the parameters. 

a. PULPROG should be zg 
b. ns=1 
c. ds=0 

 
3. Get the default value of P1 and PL1,  

type p1 or find the parameter p1 in AcqPar under .  
 

4. Change the default value of p1 (90o pulse) to the default 360o pulse (p1*4) or the default 
180o pulse (p1*2). For example if the p1 default value is 12, write 48 for the 360o pulse or 
24 for the 180o pulse. 
 

5. If the signal diverges from null, adjust p1 and try again. 
 
6. When you find null divide the new p1 value by 4 or 2, so you get the 90o pulse value. 

Note your new value p1 and the  pl1 value (power strength)  that was used to get the 
pulse.  
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C. PAROPT 
1. Process and Phase correct a 1H spectrum 

 
2. Check the parameters.  

a. PULPROG should be zg not zg30. Why? 
b. D1, should be quit long, 5*T1 (≈10s) for 1H 
c. ns=1 
d. ds=0 

 
3. Expand the region you want to study and define the display region by the command dpl1 

or right click and, parameter F1/2. 
 

 Select and click on ‘Save Displayed Region To’ 
 

 Enable ‘Parameters F1/2 [dpl]’, Click on OK 
 

4. Start acquisition an array of spectra type paropt. Answer the questions as follows:  
   
             Enter parameter to modify:             p1  
             Enter initial parameter value:        less then the expected 90opulse value (default 
               p1 value minus 1 to 6)   
             Enter parameter increment:          small or large increments depending on a fine
             or a rough estimation (about 0.4 to 4)   
             Enter # of experiments:                 so that you reach through null       
 

5. The AU program paropt is starting the acquisition now and the result is displayed in the 
window of the processing number 999. At the end of the acquisition the programs 
performs a peak picking and determine the tallest peak in the array. A pop up window 
appears with value of the 90 degree pulse.  
 

6. However, more carefully calibration is performed when you get null the signal. At this 
point, the pulse would correspond to a 180º pulse. Further nulling must occur at 360º. 
Change p1 in small increments until the signal goes through a null. Simply divide the new 
value of the 360 deg. pulse by 4. This will be the exact 90 degree pulse. Note the value 

 

 


